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Epidemic presents Art Robotique a group exhibition bringing together works that incorporate the idea of 
transformation and utilise an element of technology, either in the construction or composition. The exhibition 
attempts to draw attention to the idea that transformation as a theme is not new to art, but instead is presently  
emphasised using new types of materials, such as mechanical or optic elements.  Even ‘unchanging’ works like 
paintings and sculptures are transformed when the viewer interacts with them.  A work is set in motion from 
the moment the viewer approaching a work catches sight of it and whether or not the piece moves, it is 
integrated into the viewer's movement. In this way, it is transformed by this very movement and becomes 
several works, one after another.  The exhibition stresses the most significant of these transformations as those 
an artwork undergoes with each passing generation, and how the widespread use of technology characterises 
our current time.  The artworks in the show create a sense of metamorphosis through interactions with the 
viewer, and include works from artists, such as Jean Michel Bruyère/LFKs, Theo Jansen, Chico MacMurtrie, 
Maywa Denki, Till Nowak, and robotlab.

Art Robotique includes Troika’s ‘Falling Light’, which challenges the belief that scientific explanation and 
poetic beauty are mutually exclusive, as seen in the interplay between crystal prisms and the preternatural 
experience they are able to create.  In this work, the mechanical devices, each with an optical lens, a computer-
programmed motor, and a white LED, present a vision of technology which works in symbiosis with the 
natural.  Each lens acts as a prism, transforming the white light into a myriad of colours, in turn creating the 
rhythmical ebb and flow of floor-strewn droplets. 

Eva Rucki (b. 1976, Germany), Conny Freyer (b. 1976, Germany) and Sebastien Noel (b. 1977, France) have 
worked together as an artist trio since 2003. They live and work in London and met while studying at the 
Royal College of Art. With a particular interest in perception and the spatial experience, their work explores 
the intersection of rational thought, observation, and the changing nature of human experience through 
drawing, sculpture, and contemporary installation.

Troika has been featured in numerous group shows at institutions such as: the MoMA New York (2008), 
the Victoria & Albert Museum London (2009), The Art Institute of Chicago (2009), Tate Britain (2007), and 
their work is represented in the permanent collections of the Israel Museum Jerusalem, British Council, The 
Art Institute of Chicago, Victoria and Albert Museum and the Museum Of Modern Art New York.  In 2010 
Troika were selected to create three art installations for the UK Pavilion at the World Expo Shanghai.
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